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Enhanced pulse compression in a nonlinear fiber by a wavelength division
multiplexed optical pulse

C. Yeh and L. Bergman
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109

~Received 2 July 1997!

A way to compress an optical pulse in a single-mode fiber is presented in this paper. By the use of the
cross-phase modulation~CPM! effect caused by the nonlinearity of the optical fiber, a shepherd pulse propa-
gating on a different wavelength beam in a wavelength division multiplexed single-mode fiber system can be
used to enhance the pulse compression of a copropagating primary pulse. Although CPM will not cause energy
to be exchanged among the beams, the pulse shapes on these beams can be altered significantly. For example,
a 1-mW peak power 10-ps primary pulse on a given wavelength beam may be compressed by a factor of as
much as 25 when a copropagating 10-ps shepherd pulse of peak power of 49 mW on a different wavelength
beam is similarly compressed. Results of a systematic study on this effect are presented in this paper. Further-
more, even when the primary pulse on a given wavelength beam has a peak power of much less than 1 mW,
it can still be compressed by the same compression factor as a copropagating shepherd pulse of peak power
much larger than 1 mW on a different wavelength beam as it undergoes compression. Through CPM, copropa-
gating pulses on separate beams appear to share the nonlinear effect induced on any one of the pulses on
separate beams.@S1063-651X~98!12902-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the intrinsically small value of the nonlineari
coefficient in fused silica, due to low loss and long intera
tion length, the nonlinear effects in optical fibers made w
fused silica cannot be ignored even at relatively low pow
levels @1#. This nonlinear phenomenon in fibers has be
used successfully to generate optical solitons@2#, to com-
press optical pulses@3#, to transfer energy from a pump wav
to a Stokes wave through the Raman gain effect@4#, to trans-
fer energy from a pump wave to a counterpropagating Sto
wave through the Brillouin gain effect@5#, to produce four-
wave mixing@6#, and to dynamically shepherd pulses@7#.

In a wavelength division multiplexed~WDM! system, the
cross-phase modulation~CPM! effects @8,9# caused by the
nonlinearity of the optical fiber are unavoidable. These CP
effects occur when two or more optical beams copropag
simultaneously, and effect each other through the inten
dependence of the refractive index. This CPM phenome
can be used to produce an interesting pulse shepherdin
fect to align the arrival time of pulses which are otherw
misaligned. This same CPM effect can also be used to
duce a highly compressed pulse on a different wavelen
beam.

The usual soliton-effect compressor@3,10–13#, which
makes use of higher-order solitons supported by fiber a
result of interplay between self-phase modulation~SPM! and
anomalous group-velocity dispersion~GVD!, is well known.
It is found here that the interplay between CPM and GV
may also provide similar pulse compression effects. The
nificant difference is that pulse compression can take p
for pulses on a different wavelength beam. This means
the high power pulse on one wavelength beam may be u
to provide high compression to a low power pulse on anot
wavelength beam. The purpose of this paper is to prov
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detailed simulation results on this type of pulse compress
technique.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The fundamental equations governingM numbers of co-
propagating waves in a nonlinear fiber including the CP
phenomenon are the coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tions @7,14#
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Here, for thej th wave,Aj (z,t) is the slowly varying ampli-
tude of the wave,vg j the group velocity,b2 j the dispersion
coefficient (b2 j5dvg j

21/dv), a j the absorption coefficient
and

g j5
n2v j

cAeff
~2!

is the nonlinear index coefficient, withAeff as the effective
core area andn253.2310216 cm2/W for silica fibers,v j is
the carrier frequency of thej th wave,c is the speed of light,
andz is the direction of propagation along the fiber.
2398 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Introducing the normalizing coefficients

t5
t2~z/vg1!

T0
,

d1 j5~vg12vg j!/vg1vg j ,

j5z/LD1 ,

LD15T0
2/ub21u, ~3!

and setting

uj~t,j!5„Aj~z,t !/AP0 j…exp~a jLD1j/2!, ~4!

LNL j51/~g j P0 j !,

LD j5T0
2/ub2 j u ~5!

gives

i
]uj
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2LD j
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]uj
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2
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Fexp~2a jLD1j!uuj u2

12(
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M

exp~2amLD1j!uumu2Guj

~ j 51,2,3, . . . ,M !. ~6!

HereT0 is the pulse width,P0 j is the incident optical powe
of the j th beam, andd1 j , the walk-off parameter betwee
beam 1 and beamj , describes how fast a given pulse
beamj passes through the pulse in beam 1. In other wo
the walk-off length is

LW~1 j !5T0 /ud1 j u. ~7!

So LW(1 j ) is the distance for which the faster moving pul
~say, in beamj ! completely walked through the slower mo
ing pulse in beam 1. The nonlinear interaction between th
two optical pulses ceases to occur after a distanceLW(1 j ) .
For CPM to take effect significantly, the group-velocity mi
match must be held to near zero.

It is also noted from Eq.~6! that the summation term in
the bracket representing the CPM effect is twice as effec
as the SPM effect for the same intensity. This means that
nonlinear effect of the fiber medium on a beam may be
hanced by the copropagation of another beam with the s
group velocity.

III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Equation~6! is a set of simultaneous coupled nonline
Schrödinger equations which may be solved numerically
the split-step Fourier method, which was used successf
earlier to solve the problem of beam propagation in comp
fiber structures, such as the fiber couplers@15#, and to solve
the thermal blooming problem for high-energy laser bea
@16#. According to this method, the solutions may be a
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vanced first using only the nonlinear part of the equatio
Then, the solutions are allowed to advance using only
linear part of Eq.~6!. This forward stepping process is re
peated over and over again until the desired destinatio
reached. The Fourier transform is accomplished numeric
via the well-known fast Fourier transform technique. Due
the large dynamic range of the pulse width, a mesh size
2048 withDt50.01 was used.

Using the above approach, the evolution of all the pul
on all the copropagating WDM beams as they propag
down the fiber may be obtained. It was through these
merical computations that we discovered the interest
pulse shepherding and beam compression effects@7#. As ex-
pected, these effects only exist when group-velocity m
match for the interested beams is negligible. In other wor
there is no walk-off@7,14# among the interested beams. Th
can be accomplished through proper tailoring of the disp
sion characteristics of a single-mode fiber@17#.

Now consider the evolution of two single soliton puls
on two copropagating beams whose operating wavelen
are separated byDl.4 nm. For this case, the four wav
mixing effect is negligible. Let us label the first pulse as t
primary (P) pulse and the second pulse as the shepherdS)
pulse. The soliton numberNj for the pulse on thej th beam is
defined as

Nj
25LD j /LNL j .

Furthermore, we assume that there is negligible walk-
i.e.,

d1 j5~walk-off parameter between beam No. 1 and beamj !

5vg12vg j50,

and there is no loss, i.e.,

a j5~attenuation or absorption of beamj in fiber!50.

The neglect of fiber loss is justified since the fiber leng
typically employed are only a small fraction of the absor
tion length (a jL!1). Strictly speaking, for multiple inter-
acting beams, there is no condition under which solitons m
exist even if the fiber is lossless. However, numerical sim
lation shows that significant pulse compression still exists
these interacting pulses.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

~i! Shepherd and primary pulses are all in the anomalo
dispersion region.For solitons propagating on a single bea
in silica fibers, pulse compression is experienced whenN,
the soliton order, is larger than 1@8#. This effect is due to the
interaction of self-phase modulation and anomalous gro
velocity dispersion during propagation. When two align
pulses, one called the primary pulse and the other called
shepherd pulse, on two different wavelength beams copro
gate in a single-mode silica fiber, compression of both pul
occurs due to the interaction of cross-phase modulation
these two pulses and anomalous GVD during propagatio
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FIG. 1. Compression factor (Fc) for various soliton values (Np) of a primary pulse (P) as a function of soliton values (Ns) of a
copropagating shepherd pulse (S). The compression factor for the primary pulse is the same as the compression factor for the sh
pulse. The initial pulse width for the primary pulse and that for the shepherd pulse are identical. The compression factorFc is defined as the
ratio between the full width at half maximum for the initial uncompressed pulse and that for the final compressed pulse.
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A. Initial pulse widths are identical

Computer simulation results are shown in Figs. 1–4
copropagating pulses with identical initial pulse width. Bo
pulses are in the anomalous GVD regime. In Fig. 1 the ma
mum amount of compression experienced by both pulses
primary (P) pulse and the shepherd (S) pulse, are plotted
against the soliton orderNs for the shepherd pulse for var

FIG. 2. An illustration of the evolution of the shepherd pul
and the primary pulse forNs57 andNp51. Both pulses are in the
anomalous dispersion region. The power amplitudeuuu2 is plotted
in each frame. The highest power amplitude in each frame is
malized to unity. The initial power amplitude for the shepherd pu
is 49 (Ns57), and that of the primary pulse is 1 (Np51). The final
power amplitude for the shepherd pulse is 71.2, and that of
primary pulse is 2.15. The number along the horizontal absc
refers to the normalized distance from the starting point of the fib
in other words, when the normalized distance is 3, the distanc
3(zopt /z0)z0/5, where z05(p/2)LDs , and LDs is the dispersion
length of the shepherd pulse.zopt is the optimum fiber length in km
for the shepherd pulse when it experiences maximum pulse c
pression. Note that both pulses with different initial soliton numb
are similarly compressed, and the degree of compression for
pulses is higher than that experienced by each pulse when pr
gating alone. The dispersion coefficientsb2s andb2p have units of
(ps2/km). All other numbers in the figure are dimensionless.
r
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ous cases of the primary pulse with the soliton orderNp .
The amount of compression is expressed by the compres
factor Fc , which is defined as@3#

Fc5TFWHM /TCOMP,

where the subscript FWHM means the full width at ha
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FIG. 3. An illustration of the evolution of the primary pulse an
the shepherd pulse forNs52 and Np55. Both pulses are in the
anomalous dispersion region. The power amplitudeuuu2 is plotted
in each frame. The highest power amplitude in each frame is n
malized to unity. The initial power amplitude for the shepherd pu
is 4 (Ns52), and that of the primary pulse is 25 (Np55). The final
power amplitude for the shepherd pulse is 6.96, and that of
primary pulse is 35.1. The number along the horizontal absc
refers to the normalized distance from the starting point of the fib
in other words, when the normalized distance is 3, the distanc
3(zopt /z0)z0/5, where z05(p/2)LDs , and LDs is the dispersion
length of the shepherd pulse.zopt is the optimum fiber length in km
for the shepherd pulse when it experiences maximum pulse c
pression. Note that both pulses with different initial soliton numb
are similarly compressed, and that the degree of compression
both pulses is higher than that experienced by each pulse w
propagating alone. The dispersion coefficientsb2s and b2p have
units of (ps2/km). All other numbers in the figure are dimensio
less.
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FIG. 4. Normalized optimum fiber length as a function ofNs for various fixed values ofNp . z05(p/2)LDs , andLDs is the dispersion
length of the shepherd pulse.zopt is the optimum fiber length in km for the shepherd pulse when it experiences maximum pulse compr
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, the
maximum of the pulse and the subscript COMP means
FWHM of the compressed pulse. It is seen that, in the
sence of the shepherd pulse, i.e.,Ns50, the primary pulse
undergoes the well-known soliton compression process f
single soliton pulse for soliton numberN.1. As expected,
the primary pulse retains its shape whenNp51. But, when a
copropagating shepherd pulse is present, both pulses und
the same compression even ifNp is not equal toNs or if
Ns,1 or if Ns!1. Furthermore, the amount of compressi
is always larger than that achievable by a single stand-a
pulse.

For Ns.Np , the shepherd pulse helps to compress
primary pulse further, especially when soliton number for
primary pulse is near unity. For example, asNs varies from 1
to 7, the pulse width of theNp51 primary pulse can be
compressed by the shepherd pulse by a factor of 27, w
the pulse width of theNp52 primary pulse will be com-
pressed by a factor of 7. For anNp55 primary pulse, its
pulse width will be reduced by a factor of only 2.2 asNs
varies from 1 to 7. In other words, the weaker the intensity
the primary pulse the more its pulse width will be com
pressed by the presence of a copropagating high inten
shepherd pulse. Figure 2 gives an illustration of the evolut
of the pulse shapes of the primary and shepherd pulses
the case whereNs57 andNp51.

For Ns,Np , the shepherd pulse still helps to compre
the primary pulse further, but the effect is much more mo
erate. For example, asNs varies from 0 to 2, the pulse width
of theNp52 primary pulse is compressed by a factor of 2
while the pulse width of theNp55 primary pulse will be
compressed by a factor of only 2 asNs varies from 0 to 5.
This means that to effectively enhance the pulse compres
of a primary pulse, a higher intensity shepherd pulse mus
used. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the pulse shapes o
primary and shepherd pulses for the case whereNs52 and
Np55.
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It is known that a single pulse withN,1, no pulse com-
pression will occur. Hence aNp,1 primary pulse traveling
alone, or aNs,1 shepherd pulse traveling alone, will no
experience any pulse compression. This is no longer
when these pulses copropagate in the fiber. Even whenNp
1Ns,1, a slight pulse compression may still be observ
for both the primary and secondary pulses. This is caused
the nonlinearity of the fiber medium. One also notes t
when Np!1 andNs.1, pulse compression will be exper
enced by both the primary and shepherd pulses. The s
degree of pulse compression will occur on the primary pu
even whenNp!1. The degree of pulse compression for t
primary or shepherd pulse is governed by theNs.1 shep-
herd pulse.

Figure 4 shows the normalized optimum fiber leng
zopt/z0p for the primary pulse as a function ofNs for various
fixed values ofNp , wherezopt is the optimum fiber length in
km for the primary or shepherd pulse when it experien
maximum pulse compression andz0p5(p/2)LDp . HereLDp
is dispersion length for the primary pulse defined in Eq.~5!.
It is of interest to note thatzopt for the primary pulse occurs
at the same location or very near the same location as tha
the shepherd pulse. This means that the maximum p
compression for the primary pulse and that for the sheph
pulse occur at the same location and at the same time.
high values ofNs , this normalized optimum fiber length ca
be much smaller than unity, indicating that the maximu
pulse compression could occur at a length many tim
smaller than the dispersion length. Using, as an example
physical parameters

b25~dispersion coefficient!522.0 ps2/km,

l15~operating wavelength of beam No. 1!51.552 mm,

l25~operating wavelength of beam No. 2!51.548 mm,
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2402 57C. YEH AND L. BERGMAN
g5~nonlinear index coefficient!520 W21 km21

P05~incident power of each beam!51 mW,

a5~attenuation or absorption of each beam in fiber!

50 dB/km,

vg5~group velocity of the beam52.051 1473108 m/s!,

d1 j5~walk-off parameter between beam No. 1 and beamj !

5vg12vg j50 ~no walk-off!,

T05~pulse width!510 ps,

one has

LDp550 km.

Take the case ofNp55 andNs57, one findszopt/z0p50.04
from Fig. 4. This means that maximum pulse compress
can occur in a fiber with length of only 2.0 km long. F
higher values ofNp and/orNs , this length can be made eve
shorter.

B. Initial pulse widths are not identical

We also investigated the case where the pulse width of
primary pulse and that of the shepherd pulse are not ide
cal. Let us consider the case where a primary pulse ha
initial intensity ofNp51, and a shepherd pulse has an init
intensity ofNs59. It was assumed that the pulse width of t
shepherd pulse is varied from the same to several times~3–5
times! wider than that of the primary pulse. Our comput
simulation shows that the primary pulse is similarly co
pressed for all the above cases. In other words, varying
pulse width of the shepherd pulse does not appear to a
the minimum pulse width achievable for the primary puls
although the distance required to gain this minimum pu
width for the primary is increased as the pulse width of
shepherd pulse is increased. The amount of pulse comp
sion for the primary pulse is governed by the intensity of
accompanying shepherd pulse. It is observed that, for
broad shepherd pulse, only the central portion of the sh
herd pulse that overlaps the primary pulse is significan
affected and undergoes compression.

This simulation shows that the broader shepherd pu
with high intensity appears to enhance~or increase! the
strength of the nonlinear coefficient of the fiber medium
the primary pulse, so as to enhance the pulse compres
effect experienced by the primary pulse. This means
there is a way to increase the nonlinear effect of the med
dynamically through the addition of a broad, high intens
shepherd pulse. The amount of enhancement and the d
tion are controlled by the intensity and the pulse width of
shepherd pulse. The nonlinear effect of the medium is tra
ferred to the primary pulse through the CPM effect.

Let us now investigate the case where the intensity of
narrow shepherd pulse is much higher than that of the br
primary pulse. In this simulation, the initial intensity of th
narrow shepherd pulse is taken to beNs59, and that of the
broad primary pulse isNp,1. Both pulses undergo compre
n
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sion. The degree of compression is mostly governed by
high intensity narrow shepherd pulse. For example, at
maximum compression distance, the shepherd pulse is c
pressed by a factor of approximately 16, while a narr
pulse with the same compressed pulse width as that of
shepherd pulse appears to have been generated on top o
broad small intensity primary pulse which appears as
pedestal for the narrow pulse.

It is noted here that what has been described above
practical significance. This scheme provides a practical p
optical way of generating very narrow bits on differe
wavelength streams for the bit-parallel data format.

~ii ! The shepherd pulse is in the normal dispersion reg
and the primary pulse is in the anomalous dispersion regim.
It is known that pulse compression of a single pulse in a fi
occurs because of the interaction of the nonlinear effect
the anomalous GVD effect@8#. This interaction also gives
birth to the possible existence of a soliton pulse withN51.
The above simulation results show that when a sheph
pulse is added as a copropagating companion primary pu
enhancement of pulse compression of the primary puls
observed. It is of interest to learn if this pulse compress
enhancement of the primary pulse still exists if the sheph
pulse is launched on a beam whose wavelength falls in
normal GVD regime. This computer experiment has be
carried out. In this experiment,Np is set to unity withb2p
522, while Ns is set to 9 withb2s512. It is expected that
without the shepherd pulse, the primary pulse is a soli
pulse which will retain its shape without pulse compress
or pulse spreading as it propagates down the fiber. A
without the primary pulse, the high amplitude shepherd pu
in the normal dispersion regime is expected to propag
without experiencing pulse compression. When both of th
pulses copropagate on two separate beams, the pulse
herding effect is observed, but no pulse compression is
served.

If Np andNs are both set equal to 9, the high amplitude
the primary pulse in the anomalous dispersion regime p
duces large pulse compression, but the degree of pulse c
pression~i.e., the narrowness of the compressed pulse! is not
influenced by the presence of the high amplitude sheph
pulse in the normal dispersion regime. On the other han
very significant dip appears in the center of the sheph
pulse in the normal dispersion regime, breaking the origi
single shepherd pulse into two pulses. This is very differ
than the case where both primary and shepherd pulse a
the anomalous dispersion region. There both pulses und
compression.

~iii ! The shepherd pulse and primary pulses are all in t
normal dispersion region. When both shepherd and primar
pulses are in the normal dispersion region, no pulse comp
sion occurs. Pulses tend to congregate toward the regio
higher induced index of refraction.

Summary of the above discussion. The interaction be-
tween two separate pulses copropagating on two diffe
wavelength beams in a single-mode fiber is studied in de
It is shown that the cross-phase modulation effect can
used effectively to provide another way to generate pu
compression in the anomalous disper-
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57 2403ENHANCED PULSE COMPRESSION IN A NONLINEAR . . .
FIG. 5. Evolution of two propagating pulses in various different dispersion regions. The initial pulse amplitude of the primar
~pulse 1! is Np50.1, and the initial pulse amplitude of the shepherd pulse~pulse 2! is Ns53. The initial pulse width of primary pulse~pulse
1! is three times the initial pulse width of the shepherd pulse~pulse 2!. ~A! Primary pulse 1 and shepherd pulse 2 are both in the nor
dispersion region (b2512). ~B! Primary pulse 1 and shepherd pulse 2 are both in the anomalous dispersion region (b2522). ~C! Primary
pulse 1 is in the anomalous dispersion region (b2522), and shepherd pulse 2 is in the normal dispersion region (b2512). ~D! Primary
pulse 1 is in the normal dispersion region (b2512), and shepherd pulse 2 is in the anomalous dispersion region (b2522). The power
amplitudeuuu2 is plotted in each frame. The highest power amplitude in each frame is normalized to unity. The initial power amplit
the shepherd pulse is 9 (Ns53), and that of the primary pulse is 0.01 (Np50.1). The final power amplitudes for the shepherd pulse
(A) 56.59, (B)514.8, (C)56.59, and (D)514.8 and those of the primary pulse are (A)50.0116, (B)50.0317, (C)50.0195, and (D)
50.0121. The number along the horizontal abscissa refers to the normalized distance from the starting point of the fiber; in oth
when the normalized distance is 3, the distance is 3(zopt /z0)z0/5, wherez05(p/2)LDs , andLDs is the dispersion length of the shephe
pulse.zopt is the optimum fiber length in km for the shepherd pulse when it experiences maximum pulse compression. The di
coefficientsb2s andb2p have units of (ps2/km). All other numbers in the figure are dimensionless.
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sion region of a single-mode fiber. Due to the nonlinearity
the fiber medium, a slight pulse compression still occ
when the sum of the soliton numbers for the two beam
less than unity.

A more complex interaction is observed when one of
pulses is propagating in the normal dispersion region. T
pulse in the normal dispersion region is seen to be broken
by the compression of the high soliton number pulse in
anomalous dispersion region. It also appears that if the p
in the normal dispersion region is very broad compared w
the high intensity narrow pulse in the anomalous dispers
region, a dark solitonlike pulse can be generated on top
the broad pulse in the normal dispersion region, while
pulse in the anomalous dispersion region undergoes the u
pulse compression. Figure 5 is introduced to illustrate
evolution of the two propagating pulses when they exist
various different combinations of the dispersion regions.

It should be noted that the dispersion region in which
beam resides~i.e., where the beam wavelength resides! is all
important in determining the behavior of the pulse on t
beam even in the presence of a copropagating pulse
different wavelength beam. The copropagating sheph
pulse, through the cross-phase modulation effect due to
Kerr index nonlinearity, provides an additional phase ret
f
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dation to the primary pulse as it travels down the fiber.
other words, an additional frequency chirp~in addition to
that caused by self-phase modulation! is added to the pri-
mary pulse by the copropagating shepherd pulse.

This ‘‘chirped’’ primary pulse is acted upon by the fiber
dispersion to yield the expected behavior. For example, if
primary pulse is on a beam whose wavelength is in
anomalous dispersion region~negative GVD region! and if
the chirp caused by self- and cross-modulation effects is h
enough, the leading half of the pulse containing the lowe
frequencies will be retarded, while the trailing half, conta
ing the higher frequencies, will be advanced, and the prim
pulse will tend to collapse upon itself resulting in pulse n
rowing or pulse compression@see Figs. 5~B! and 5~C!#.

On the other hand, if the primary pulse is on a bea
whose wavelength is in the normal dispersion region~posi-
tive GVD region!, the presence of a copropagating sheph
pulse on a different wavelength beam induces a dark-soli
like behavior for the primary pulse, confirming the fact th
the dispersive region in which the wavelength of the be
resides determines the propagation characteristic of
pulse. In contrast with the bright soliton case, a dark soli
possesses a nontrivial phase profile which is a function
time, resulting in a rapid dip in the intensity of a broad pul
@see Figs. 5~A! and 5~D!#.
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2404 57C. YEH AND L. BERGMAN
An investigation was also carried out for the interaction
pulses on more than two beams. As many as ten simu
neously propagating pulses on ten separate beams, with
carrying the shepherd pulse, were used. It was found th
single large amplitude shepherd pulse could similarly a
simultaneously affect the other nine small amplitude puls
The evolution of each of the small amplitude pulses
pended mainly on the interaction of that pulse with the la
amplitude shepherd pulse according to the manner discu
above for the two beam interaction case. Through CPM,
propagating pulses on separate beams appear to shar
nonlinear effect induced on any one of the pulses on sepa
beams.

This investigation shows that for a wavelength divisi
multiplexed ~WDM! system, one shepherd pulse can ca
the compression of all the other wavelength pulses, ther
improving their pulse widths as well as the separation
different pulses. Furthermore, since the longer wavelen
pulses are compressed at rate different from the sho
wavelength pulses, one may conceivably give all pulses
same time width, which may make detection and discrimi
tion easier to accomplish.
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V. CONCLUSION

A way to compress bright or dark pulse is found. T
nonlinear cross-phase modulation~CPM! effect is used to
accomplish this on two or more copropagating pulses on
or more wavelength division multiplexed~WDM! beams in a
single-mode fiber. Numerical simulation shows that the
fectiveness of compression is similar to that displayed b
single higher-order soliton pulse propagating in a sin
beam. That this CPM effect can be used to compress pu
whose amplitudes are much less than unity~the traditional
soliton number for a single beam! as long as a copropagatin
pulse on a WDM beam undergoes compression, should
noted.
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